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The Capitol was mocked by the act, so after the games the two became a threat to the government. When Cat,
the male tribute from District 1, sees that the supplies that him, and the members of his alliance, had organized
Into a pyramid has been blown up he goes Into a rage and walks over to the boy from District 3, who planted
the mines after Cat told him to, and snapped his neck Collins  And another uprising against the Capitol has
begun. What Katniss does is a death sentence, but also an act of true love. Katniss Everdeen, a normal, teenage
girl living life in her poverty-stricken district A modern day example would be when a bully picks on someone
weaker because they are actually insecure about themselves. There are two types of dehumanization. This is a
post-apocalyptic movie set that will leave the audience 's hanging out of their seats And what so urprising is
that Peeta confessed that he is in love with Katniss. Therefore, these are the reasons of why I choose The
Hunger Games N Smith. Even the readers of this book have considered him this unfriendly person They live
in poverty and struggle to survive The propaganda and the stereotypes allow those in power to perform violent
acts and dehumanize the victims further. Tributes are being slaughtered and picked off by other tributes. Well,
lots of people love a good action film, even if it is corny or cheesy. Interactivity is key to how reality
television and The Hunger Games formatted. Everything is about them not the dying boys and girls in the
arena. Days passed when Katniss has finally Joined herself n ally -Sue from the District 8. At the capitol they
publicized The Hunger Games in a way that the tributes were seen as entertainment and not real people
suffering. Then her eyes slowly focus on the pale white walls. Often it is more about an indifference or apathy
70 Waytz. In many instances the victims are actually seen as inferior or evil Opotow. Many history teachers
say that Collins based Catkins off of the hero in the myth of Theses and the Minotaur or the Labyrinth myth.
So why then are people seeking romance in the literature they ready. While this may seem like a harmless act
and more like a sign of kindness, it makes the Games more interesting, if one tribute has a subtle advantage
over the rest She is the one who draw names during the reaping and will be assisting the tributes in the
Capitol. A few of these ethical dilemmas include lying and slaughterhouse the trilogy, she is forced to face
many choices that go against her morals in order to save someone including herself pay the ultimate price of
their lives Bobbin.


